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Abstract. In web-based business processes the disclosure of personal
data by the user is an essential part and mandatory for the processes.
Privacy policies help to inform the user about his/her rights and to
protect the user’s privacy. In this paper we present a test to empirically
measure how the user’s privacy awareness changes by presenting specific
elements of the privacy policy in close proximity to the required data
items. We compare an experimental group using an enhanced interface to
a control group using a conventional interface regarding their capability
to recall the agreed privacy-related facts. A concrete online survey has
been performed. The major results are presented.

1 Introduction

Privacy has received particular attention in the media and the Internet in the
last few years. Classical desktop applications were transferred into the context
of the Internet and enable sharing documents over large distances. New web
services were created serving various user demands and introducing a complete
new application landscape. The major resource of all these services are data
and in many cases user data. European legislation acknowledged the situation
by defining regulations regarding user rights and privacy protection [7]. Each
web site which processes user data has to present a privacy policy to declare
the main facts about its data processing. There also exists a technical solution
to communicate the essential facts of the privacy policy in a machine readable
form [22]. However, usually the user does not read these statements. First, the
texts contain lots of legal statements that are difficult to understand [2]. Second,
the companies use the privacy policy to rephrase painful facts in vague and
sweet words [21]. So the current legislation is rather protecting the interests of
companies than the interests of the users.

The need to present privacy policies in a more effective way is obvious.
Thereto the presentation should accompany the original business processes,
should present the main facts regarding user data and user privacy and should
not monopolize the user’s attention. In [20] we proposed a solution to solve this
Gordian Knot in a user-friendly manner. This paper aims to validate the pro-
posed approach by comparing the resulting privacy awareness to the ordinary
presentation approach.

In Section 2 we start with an overview about the related work on this topic.
We sketch roughly the major parts of the interfaces, we have to test, while Section
3 then lists the current configuration of our experiment, discusses special aspects



of the experiment and presents the statistical methods to analyze the results of
the experiment. Finally we close our paper with an outlook to further interesting
topics.

2 Related Work

In this section, we elaborate the term privacy, some legal and technical factors
of it, the term privacy awareness and discuss some of the existing approaches
to present privacy policy in a privacy-enhancing manner. Furthermore we give
a short overview about existing privacy surveys.

2.1 Privacy

There exist various privacy definitions, starting with Warren and Brandeis in
1890 [23], a more popular and general definition by Westin in 1967 [24] and for
instance a definition by Fischer-Hübner [13]. According to the latter, we focus
on a special branch of privacy, namely informational privacy as the right of
informational self-determination. Based on these facts, we define:

Privacy in the context of this paper means the right of self-determination
regarding data disclosure, i.e., each user should be able to control how
much personal information he is willing to give to whom and for what
purpose.

This includes the following components: data minimization, purpose binding,
data transfer statement, minimal data retention and informed consent (cp. also
[7, 9, 3]). The European legislation acknowledged the increased importance of
user’s privacy protection and the necessity of secure and privacy-friendly data
processing by issuing legal foundations, namely the Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC [7]. The directive defined that the purpose of data processing and the
data processor itself are mandatory to state in the privacy policy.

The P3P specification [22] goes one step ahead and defines various privacy-
related attributes, which are machine readable, to allow automatic evaluation of
privacy policies. Based on the P3P specification, Cranor et al. developed a new
approach for configuring and presenting P3P preferences [8]. Their approach vi-
sualizes the degree of the correspondence of the user’s privacy preferences with
the privacy policy of the web service. However the proposed approach has some
drawbacks. The user’s privacy concerns are strongly related to the communica-
tion partner [9]. So we miss the possibility to define dedicated privacy preferences
with respect to the communication partner for the user. Besides, the visualization
of a missing P3P policy1 as less critical as a mismatch of a certain preference,
we count as not appropriate for enhancing the user’s privacy.

Until now in conventional data-submission forms, the corresponding privacy
policy is missing. Often it is accessible via a separate link referring to the privacy
1 what in fact means that the service could do anything with the personal data



policy. This implies additional actions for the user to get informed about the
circumstances of the data disclosure. Sometimes additional marks are set to
separate mandatory respectively optional data (see Figure 1). In [5] an approach
is sketched to present privacy policies as a mapping of user defined privacy
preferences and to emphasize the non-matching details. It allows the definition
of privacy preferences per communication partner and takes the main privacy
facts data minimization, purpose binding and informed consent into account.
We also follow the suggestions to design user interfaces, proposed in the PRIME
project [19].

The corresponding graphical presentation of our enhanced interface is shown
in Figure 2. Using the icon in the right upper corner allows to access the full
privacy policy. We include data transfer and retention statement into the pre-
sentation as we consider it as important to enhance the end user’s privacy (re-
garding the privacy definition above). However these additional statements are
not required by the EU directive 95/46/EC [7].

Fig. 1. Conventional interface for on-
line forms

Fig. 2. Enhanced interface – information about
the privacy policy nearby the data to disclose

According to our privacy definition, we simplify the meaning of privacy
awareness for the testing and define it as:

Privacy Awareness in our context is seen as the user’s ability to re-
flect the communication partner’s privacy policy statements regarding
purpose binding, transfer assertion and retention period applied for a
certain data disclosure.

We mention the obligation of the service provider to make the user aware of the
privacy policy in Section 2.1. Usually it is taken into account by offering an om-
nipresent always available link to the privacy policy. However earlier and recent
user tests documented that the ordinary web user neither reads nor understands
the complex legal texts and has a blind spot regarding secondary information
(like advertisement, banners etc.) [4, 6]. We have to make sure that we counter
this by using appropriate visualization technologies. A simple text-based, not
intercepting approach to present privacy policies seems to be better [11].

2.2 Privacy Surveys

Privacy studies have a long history. In the late 1960s, Alan Westin started to
conduct privacy surveys [25]. He did fundamental research in creating various



general and specific indices regarding privacy. He partitioned the population into
three classes, the so called fundamentalists, pragmatists and unconcerned users
[26]. A description of these surveys is given in [18]. However reliable details about
these surveys are not available.

Gideon et al. [15] tested the influence of information regarding the corre-
sponding privacy policy available nearby the search results on web users’ pur-
chase decisions. They found that the simple existence of a privacy policy does
not influence the purchase decisions. But the presence of a clear indicator about
privacy-related facts influenced the purchase decision. A so-called privacy-bird
symbol, a graphical metaphor visualizing the degree of the matching of the pri-
vacy policy with the users’ privacy preferences, was displayed nearby the search
result. Depending on the concrete matching details, a red, yellow or green bird
was shown [8]. These results are supported by further surveys [12, 10]. However
the studies do not evaluate the privacy awareness of the user. It is not veri-
fied whether the user really is aware of the privacy issue or is just afraid of the
red signs. Informed consent in the sense of really informing the user about the
disclosure conditions is not obtained. The privacy-policy representation, espe-
cially purpose binding and assurance evaluation (see also [1]) are insufficiently
addressed by presenting just red/yellow/green indicators.

3 The Privacy Awareness Test

In this section, we motivate our approach to test the privacy awareness of the
user. We describe the methodology, the global settings and the potential par-
ticipants of the experiment. We continue by explaining the single experimental
steps Preparation, Application Scenario, Post Processing and Debriefing in de-
tail. The results based on concrete indices and statistical features are listed and
discussed.

3.1 Motivation

One of the questions the test should answer is: “Does the user really perceive
the privacy policy statements, presented in a superficial manner such that we
could achieve an increased privacy awareness?” (see Figure 2). We need two
different groups, the Control Group GNoPet using the conventional web forms for
data disclosure and the Experimental Group GPet using our enhanced interface
presenting the details regarding the privacy policy.

In this context, a sub-question will be how the perception of the privacy
policy differs among the various user classes. Our hypothesis is that privacy
fundamentalists and pragmatists appreciate the enhanced presentation form,
while the unconcerned users still ignore it.

By saying this we have to check, how the proposed approach increases the
privacy awareness, in particular how it influences the user’s knowledge about



privacy-related facts. As measurable privacy-related facts about privacy, we see
e.g. the following2:

– Contact Partner - Various surveys have shown that the most prominent
decision factor is the communication partner itself [9]. For well-known and
established partners, web users are less concerned about their privacy.

– Purpose Binding - The requested data is bound to a dedicated purpose.
Many users have expressed concerns about potential abuse of their personal
data [14]. A clear purpose statement helps the user to understand what the
requested personal data is used for, e.g., that the disclosed email address is
for order confirmation only.

– Data Transfer Statements - Users are very concerned that their data is trans-
ferred to other recipients without permissions. An example is the anxiety
about the abuse of email addresses to send them spam [21, 14].

3.2 The Design of the test

a) Preface: There are different methods to answer the questions, mentioned
above. In a supervised setting we could just monitor (e.g., eye tracking) the
test subjects during the usage of the proposed interfaces and interview them
afterwards about their understanding of the interface elements. However, this
interview approach is applicable only for a limited set of participants. Besides we
think this test approach does not cover the usual user behaviour in the context
of the Web2.0. Because of the these limitations, an interview will not deliver
representative results. A more valuable approach would be a simulation of a real
Web2.0 scenario with community components deployed as an online experiment,
accessible for a much broader audience. An appropriate questionnaire before
and after the simulation should gather the desired facts and should replace the
conventional observation and interview.

b) Requirements: Existing online communities are a promising environment
to recruit participants for the experiment. They do have appropriate knowledge
about business processes in the Internet and they are used to disclose personal
data for various purposes. Besides, they are the main target group for our en-
hanced interface.

Because of the online experience of the prospective participants we have to
deal with some top-level requirements regarding the plausibility and authenticity
of the experimental scenario. We have to take existing applications as a model
paragon. The awareness of the test participants about the fact that it is “just
an experiment” should be lowered by simulating real Internet business processes
and using the corresponding terminology and presentation styles. We have to
simulate the email-confirmation mechanism and we have to place advertisements
into the web sites of our online application. We will use a similar color schema
like Google (www.google.com) uses to get close to a realistic and well known
Web service application.
2 cp. [7, 24, 13]



c) Focus of the experiment: Due to the characteristics of online media, we
are able to attract people from all over the world and with various social and ed-
ucational backgrounds. Our experiment should gather these properties in a first
step. These properties will help us to recruit representative test participants to
achieve representative results. We will elaborate the concrete difference between
the groups of unconcerned participants, pragmatists and fundamentalists. In de-
tail we will collect demographic facts about the test participants and capture
the ability of the participants to express concrete facts about the preferences of
the privacy policy of a dedicated Web service. Besides, tracking the click stream
of the participants enables us to answer the question whether web users do read
the privacy policies in general and what are the differences between the privacy
fundamentalists, pragmatists and privacy unconcerned users in particular.

d) Methodology: For our test we combine the classical survey method with
an experimental part. The survey frames the experiment, aims to collect the
participants’ demographic preferences, the knowledge about online business pro-
cesses, common privacy concerns, and will collect our relevant feature set. The
questionnaire is construed as a differential cross-sectional survey questionnaire
to determine the relationship between privacy concerns and privacy-related be-
haviour in general and between presentation and perception of privacy-related
interface elements among the different privacy-concerned groups in particular.
In the pre-questionnaire we use the common Likert scaling [17]. It offers equidis-
tant and well elaborated scaling. We do not allow neutral values to force the
participant to make a dedicated yes/no decision. However we allow the refusal
to a dedicated question at all.

To gather the experimental results in the post-questionnaire we use a direct
scaling, listing concrete options as answers with a dedicated “not sure” option.
The selection of “not sure” marks the answer as not countable for the calculation
of the result. This avoids the so-called “water down” effect because of valueless
data records.

Based on the questionnaire before the simulation, we select a representative
sample of all participants. We use common statistical measures to apply the
selection. The participants are invited using various international online-sources
like mailing lists of online communities, business networks, professional survey
and marketing portals.

To design the questionnaire and the experimental part, we perform pre-tests
and interviews with potential participants. The found problems and issues were
documented and fixed before putting the survey online.

3.3 The configuration of the test

The test is performed in three steps. At step one, we are querying items to
classify the participants. As a second step, we present a typical online application.
The third step aims to gather knowledge of the user about the privacy policy
assigned to the disclosure process, respectively to the disclosed data items. This



step is accompanied by a debriefing section where the participant is informed
that no personal data at all have been transmitted. Questions about whether
the data disclosed by the user were true or faked conclude the test. A cookie-
based mechanism avoids that normal users perform the test twice. However we
acknowledge that experienced users may overcome this protection mechanism.

We posted messages to distribute our invitation for the survey in interna-
tional and social networks (www.xing.com, www.linkedin.com) and at mailing
lists of online research communities (Association of Internet Researchers, Ger-
man Society for Online Research, University of Maryland, web2list.com, www.i-
worker.de, genpsylab-wexlist.unizh.ch, etc.).

Step 1: Preparation The preparation step aims to motivate the test par-
ticipants and to collect statistical facts about the participants with regard to
demography (e.g., male/female, nationality etc.) and privacy concerns. We col-
lect common statistical features like gender, age, nationality, general Internet
skills etc. Besides, we ask questions about general privacy concerns to be able
later on to cluster our participants regarding their expressed privacy concerns.
This step is introduced with some moderation and the offer to participate in a
draw for some material stimulation of the participants. The preparation is con-
cluded by a short explanations of the next steps and a suggestion to print this
text to have it available as a handbook for the web application.

Test Question T/F3 Valid Answer
Please specify your age. 18-24; 25-34; . . . 55-

64; 65 and older
Please specify your gender. Male/female
Please state your country/region. list of countries to

select
I use the Internet for e-shopping . . . weekly or more

often, monthly,
rarely, never

stat I spend most of my spare time using the Internet.
I speak English very well. Strongly agree,

. . . strongly
I don’t need help when I am using a computer. disagree
I always change my browser settings to protect
information about myself.

T

It makes sense to use different email addresses
for different situations.

T

The probability of personal data (like credit card

number, email address, online account information) misuse on
the Internet is very high.

T

3 T=True, the scale is direct; F=False, the scale is inverted.



pc Consumers have lost all control over how per-
sonal information is collected and used by
companies.

T Strongly agree,
. . . strongly dis-
agree

Most businesses handle the personal informa-
tion they collect about consumers in a proper
and confidential way.

F

Existing laws and organizational practices
provide a reasonable level of protection for
consumer privacy today.

F

Customer feedback is valuable to make decisions
about products and services.

sn When choosing a restaurant, I take suggestions from
my personal circle into account (family, friends, colleagues).

Strongly agree,
. . . strongly dis-
agree

Only unsatisfied customers are posting feedback
about products and services on the Internet.
Table 1: Pre-questions to gather statistics and privacy concerns.

We avoid any mentioning of the word experiment and privacy to not bias
the user before performing the test. We add special social networking questions
(see the sn rows in Table 1) to make the user believe we survey about Web2.0
topics. We will enlighten the user after the application scenario in the debriefing
section.

Step 2: Application Scenario As a typical online application we present
a “Foodie” web service. This service pretends to collect user recommendations
about restaurants, including evaluation of food quality and price level. Therefore
the participant has to perform some data disclosure, namely to register to the
service submitting an email address and to assess a restaurant (details below).
The privacy policy is available at any time.

To answer the question raised at the beginning of this chapter, we separate
the participants randomly into two groups. The first groups is presented with the
ordinary interfaces, the second group is presented with our enhanced interface
(see Figure 1, 2).

Registration: We require a valid email address as user name for the purpose
“registration” and a password. To increase the plausibility, we promise to send
a confirmation email with an activation link. Various other data that are not
really necessary for the transaction are requested. We ask for surname and city.
The specified purpose is “personalization”.

We apply a privacy policy according to the European Data Protection Di-
rective 95/46/EC [7]. The privacy policy states that the data is not sent to
any partner by default, that the data was requested to offer personalization, to
provide validity check for the service provider and that the data is stored until
objection by the participant (see Figure 3 - “Foodie” Privacy Policy).



FOODIE PRIVACY POLICY(fragment): Foodie will not share with, sell or
transfer any data or personal information provided to us through usage of the
Service to any third party without prior and explicit consent.
The requested personal data (email address, first name) is used to allow you to
create an account at Foodie. The email address will be necessary for authentication
and to contact you for product announcements and marketing information. We use
your personal data to personalize our Services.
All content uploaded to the Service is your own private property. Foodie will not
read, change, destroy or forward the contents of your account, unless entitled to
do so by this Agreement or forced to do so by law, regulation or any extraordinary
circumstance.
By making content public on your profile you give an explicit consent to show
the information chosen to the audience specified for statistical purpose. Your first
name and city of origin stored in your own account profile is visible to other users
by default.
Foodie retains the right to temporarily or permanently discontinue any specific
features at its own discretion. Foodie has no obligation to keep the uploaded data.
Foodie stores your personal data until you object.

. . .

Fig. 3. “Foodie” Privacy Policy

Optional: A check box “use this email for product information and special of-
fers” is presented for marketing purpose. The checkbox is selected by default. A
separate page with the privacy policy for that purpose is accessible via a “pri-
vacy policy” link. The page contains information about the possible usage of the
email address for possibly sending suitable special offers and news.

Input: To add a restaurant evaluation/assessment, the user has to create a new
restaurant entry. The user is requested to fill out four data fields describing the
restaurant (name, place, kind of, price category) and may add a free descriptive
text including tags. The data entered here are public. A privacy policy informs
the user about this fact. The data is not sent to the restaurant itself. For sta-
tistical purposes, the first name and city of the participant are displayed nearby
the restaurant assessment entry. This quite unusual purpose helps us to avoid
that the user guesses the questioned purposes in the post-question section.

Step 3: The post-questionnaire and debriefing part will be presented
after the successful finish of the application scenario.

Var Question Valid Answer
FA The email address was requested for the following

purpose(s):
Fa I accepted the following usage of the email ad-

dress for the following purpose(s): Registration,



Var Question Valid Answer
FD The additional personal data (name, city) were

requested for:
personalization,
marketing, statis-
tics,

Fd I accepted the following purpose(s) for additional
data usage:

not sure4

FR Did the “Foodie” web services promise to delete
your personal data if you send a deletion request?

FT Does the “Foodie” web services transfer your
email address to restaurants for special offers? yes, no, not sure

FC Did the “Foodie” web services request your per-
sonal data via a secure https connection?

Table 2: The Post-Questionnaire.

Post questionnaire: To answer the survey questions we raised at the beginning
of Section 3, we have to find out whether or not the participant can recall the
statements about the privacy policy, he/she agreed on during the test. Therefore,
we ask about the stated purpose for disclosing the data item ‘email’ and addi-
tionally ‘name’ and ‘city’ for the restaurant-assessment entry. The corresponding
questions are listed in Table 2. Depending on the participant’s knowledge about
the correct purposes we calculate a privacy awareness index (see Section 3.4).

Debriefing: The closing part of the experiment is introduced by a short debriefing
as follows in Figure 4. It may happen that the respondents are feeling cheated
at this point. By offering the chance to win a valuable technical gadget, we try
to compensate this feeling.

It was just a simulation!
Sorry for being devious, but we had to make you believe it’s real. Actually, the
’Foodie’ service was just a simulation. We did not transfer any personal data like
your name, email etc. As we promised in our privacy policy, no personal data at all
was disclosed. The application just generated a pseudonymized data record only
to allow further research on the survey results, but without your concrete personal
data.

Please answer our last questions about the data items themselves, which you pu-

tatively disclosed to the ’Foodie’ service. Please tell us honestly. . .

Fig. 4. Debriefing

4 Multiple choices allowed or “not sure”.



Var Question Valid Answer
TD Was the “data item”5 correct?
TR1 Did you believe the ’Foodie’ website was real? yes, no, not sure
TR2 Did you answer the questionnaire seriously?
FS I need more privacy-related information about us-

age of my data during disclosure. Strongly agree,
FE I wish to see an easier-to-understand presentation

of privacy related information about usage of my
data during disclosure.

. . . strongly disagree

Table 3: Debriefing.

The test was scheduled to be performed within a two months period. We planned
to have at least 50 participants in each of the two groups, successfully passed the
test, with valid test results and acknowledged that they passed the test seriously
(see the question FR2 in Table 3). Participants, who cancelled the test before
answering the post questionnaire are not counted.

3.4 Expected Results

Hypothesis: Even if the test participants do not read the privacy policy, the
participants who received the enhanced interface do know the answers better
than the control group with the ordinary interface.

Privacy Concerns Index (px): Based on the results of the pre-tests, we clas-
sify the two groups (experimental group and control group) each into the classes
of privacy Fundamentalists, Pragmatists and Unconcerned similar to Westin’s
approach [26]. The participants are clustered by using the pc index (px). It is cal-
culated as the sum of the six privacy-related answers (see Table 1, pre-questions,
part ‘pc’).

The “strongly agree” answer gets assigned the value 4, the “strongly disagree”
answer gets the value 1 assigned. In case of inverse meaning (see the true/false
column in Table 1) we invert the assignment.

To assign the participants to the corresponding classes, we use the quartiles
of the value of px. The first quartile represents the privacy-unconcerned partici-
pants. The following two quartiles represent the privacy pragmatists. The fourth
quartile represents the privacy fundamentalists. This approach differs from the
approach Westin used for classification. However, due to the huge differences in
the sample size and setting, in the method the survey was performed, etc., a
direct comparison seems not useful.

5 There are three separate questions. Valid values for “data item” are email, first
name, city.



Privacy Awareness Index (ax): For the first four post-test questions FA,Fa,FD

and Fd multiple answers are allowed (see Table 2). The answer FA is correct,
if only the checkboxes for purpose “registration” and “marketing” are checked.
For each correctly checked respectively not checked checkbox, FA is increased
by 1, so 0 ≤ FA ≤ 4.

To avoid that the participant guesses the answer, we introduced the purpose
“statistics”. The answer FD is correct if the checkboxes for purposes “statistics”
and “personalization” are checked, all others should remain unchecked. For each
correct checkbox, we increase FD by 1, so 0 ≤ FD ≤ 4.

The correct value for answer Fa depends on the status of the checkbox al-
lowing the usage of the email address for “marketing” purpose. If this purpose
was allowed, then the test participant should check the corresponding checkbox,
so 0 ≤ Fa ≤ 4. In this work, we ignore this answer.

The correct value for answer Fd depends on the status of the checkbox al-
lowing the usage of the first name and the city for statistical purpose. It follows
the same schema as for Fa. In this work, we ignore this answer.

For the results FR, FC , FT we have only one correct answer. If the answer is
correct, the corresponding value is 1. In case the value is not correct we assign
-1, so allowed values for these variables are ±1.

To take into account participants just exercising the test for scientific reason
or curiosity we offer the option to invalidate the own data record by answering
“no” to the question TR2 (see Table 3). So we are able to lave out these data
records.

The coefficients FS and FE are representing the information requirements of
the test participant. In the current experiment we ignore these answers. In the
future we could use these answers to evaluate the overall result in more detail.

As an indication of privacy awareness, we use the sum ax = FD + FR. These
answers allow to conclude whether the participant read respectively perceived the
purpose ”statistics” and the statement about the possibility to object the data
disclosure afterwards. Higher values for ax represent a more correct response.
Summarizing the two value ranges of FD and FR the awareness index ax has the
value range of −1 ≤ ax ≤ 5.

The results FA, FC and FT are control variables. Assuming an influence of
the enhanced interface the results FA and FC should be similar in both groups
because the answers are not depending on the enhanced interface. The answer for
FT should underline the trend, found in ax. Corresponding to our hypothesis we
expect a higher percentage of correct answers (a higher index ax) in the group
with the enhanced interface, especially in the sub-groups of the “pragmatists”
and “unconcerned”. We will list the results per group.

3.5 Statistics

Equidistance: The answers of the test participants have to be distributed
equidistant, so instead of naming all values like Strongly agree, agree, disagree,
strongly disagree we only offer the names for the edge values Strongly agree,
. . . , strongly disagree. A neutral value is missing so the test participants have to



vote in a clear direction. This forces them to make clear statements about their
position.
Participants classification: To classify the participants with regard to their
privacy concerns we suggest to use the corresponding quartiles of the privacy
concerns index. In [26] Westin proposed a different algorithm to separate survey
participants into privacy fundamentalists, pragmatists and unconcerned partic-
ipants. However the algorithm seems to be arbitrary with regards to the quan-
titative distribution. To improve this and to be more objective, we propose the
separation using the quartiles of the privacy concerns index px.
Stochastic independence of the results: To prove that the data collected
for ax are stochastically independent, we use Pearson’s chi-square test.

4 Results and outlook

In this section, we summarize the main results of the survey. We will assess the
instrument and discuss further ideas and research questions extending or reusing
the developed instrument.

4.1 Common results regarding participation and classification

The survey was announced to a broad audience in various online forums. There-
fore we got many participants. Counting the participants using the start button
to start the survey, we got 618 participants. An overview about the participants
for the experimental group GPet and control group GNoPet at different stages
of the survey is given in Table 4. There was no statistical selection performed
towards a more representative data sample regarding demographical or social
parameters like age, gender, education etc.

Participants GNoPet GPet Sum

Overall not available 618 (100%)

Completed the pre-questionnaire not available 496 (80.3%)

Entered the registration form 217 (35.1%) 214 (34.6%) 431 (69.7%)

Filled out the registration form 86 (13.9%) 86 (13.9%) 172 (27.8%)

Completed the survey 78 (12.6%) 78 (12.6%) 156 (25.2%)

Table 4. Overview about the survey participants.

The classification of the participants similar to Alan Westin’s classification
[26] is shown in Table 5. We applied the classification schema as described in Sec-
tion 3.4. In the following we take into account only these participants completing
the survey successfully. As the corresponding criterion, we use the state of the
checkbox TR2 (see Table 3). Following this criterion, 156 participants completed
the survey. For these participants we got px in the range of 12 ≤ px ≤ 24. Using
quartiles usually gets four equally distributed sets. Due to the discrete character



of px we had to adopt this quartile approach. We first separated our participants
in four equal parts of 39 participants per part according to the quartiles. Then we
looked for the transition of px to the next lower value. This point we took as the
class limit. So we got as a first part of the participants a class of 28 unconcerned
participants. The parts two and three we count as pragmatists (75). Participants
belonging to the fourth part are counted as fundamentalists (53). Inside these
classes, we show how the participants are distributed regarding assignment to
the experimental group and control group. We got the classification, shown in
Table 5.

Class Unconcerned Pragmatists Fundamentalists

Range of px 12− 17 18− 20 21− 24

Overall particip. 28 (17.9%) 75 (48.1%) 53 (34.0%)

Participants GPet GNoPet GPet GNoPet GPet GNoPet

per group 11 (7.1%) 17 (10.9%) 40 (25.6%) 35 (22.4%) 27 (17.3%) 26 (16.7%)
Table 5. Participants classification regarding the privacy concerns index px.

Summary: In our sample about 18% of the participants were counted as Un-
concerned regarding privacy. About 48% of our participants were Pragmatists
regarding privacy. About 34% we count as Fundamentalist. This does not ideally
represent the separation into quartiles as proposed at the beginning, because the
fourth class is much bigger than the first. However this may be plausible due
to the omnipresent news about data leakage and data misuse in the media, the
raised importance of data protection on the Internet in the last years and the
need and requirement to use the Internet for daily business and private activities.
This could be subject of further research.

4.2 Results regarding our hypothesis

In Section 3.4 we postulated our hypothesis. We assumed that participants be-
longing to our experimental group GPet do have a higher privacy awareness than
the participants of the control group GNoPet. This is indeed the case. Figure 5
shows the mean value for ax per group and class6. Figure 5 shows that in gen-
eral the ability of the participants of the experimental group GPet to reflect the
main preferences regarding the privacy policy, stated by the service provider, is
higher. The significance of this outcome we prove with Pearson’s chi-square test.
The results are stochastically independent with the probability of approximately
0.995%. This fulfills our requirements formulated in Section 3.5.

Conclusion: We have shown that the proposed approach for presenting infor-
mation related to the privacy policy of a certain transaction does significantly
help the user to perceive the essential privacy preferences, like purpose of data

6 For details regarding calculation of ax see Section 3.4.
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usage. The effect was observed for all classes, but with most success for pragma-
tists. Our hypothesis was confirmed. The effect is even excelling our expectations
because the increase of ax was also observed for the class of fundamentalists.
Initially we expected that the fundamentalists read and perceive the preferences
of the privacy policy anyway. The increase of ax may be due to the mismatch
between stated vs. observed behaviour [16]. So we may conclude that the usage
of enhanced interface pays off for all classes of web users.

4.3 Further interesting results

Besides we may have a look at the question “Does the Internet user read the
privacy policy?” (see Section 3.1). Based on the 156 valid data records, we may
state that in general there is no correspondence of stating privacy concerns and
acting privacy-concerned, respectively privacy-aware, as shown in Figure 6. The
frequency for reading the privacy policy in the control group is nearly uniformly
distributed. So even fundamentalists do not read the privacy policy more often
than the unconcerned in the control group. This corresponds to the findings of
Jensen et al. [16].

However in the experimental group it looks different. Except the fundamen-
talists all other participants of the experimental group GPet did read the privacy
policy less often. This may be due to the fact that in general, the presence of the
privacy-related information satisfied the desires regarding privacy information
of the participants belonging to the classes of unconcerned and pragmatists. For
the fundamentalists it increased the policy-reading frequency. This may be due
to the fact that the presence of the privacy-related information ‘remembers the
user to have a look at the privacy policy’. Due to the thin result set, the findings
however are not very reliable and have to be validated.

A further topic of interest could be how the validity of the submitted data
varies through the different classes of web users. However we did not elaborate



this relationship. This is definitely a topic of further research. As a hypothesis
we may state that we expect more valid results within the well-informed group
using the enhanced interface.

4.4 Outlook

The results of this survey are promising and may contain further interesting
facts. Using direct and indirect survey outputs, we could elaborate the following
questions:

– Is there a difference between the Personal Data Validity Index (vx) within
the different privacy concerned user groups? To estimate the validity of the
answers given by the test participants, we introduced post-test questions af-
ter the debriefing of the users (see Section 3.3). The index may show whether
the enhanced interface increases the quality of the disclosed data or not. It
could also be taken as an implicit measure of the applied privacy protection
of the participants. If the participant disclosed incorrect data (e.g. a wrong
city, a misspelled name etc.) we may assume more privacy awareness. It
could also be taken as a measurement to assess how users vary their privacy
protection requirements based on available privacy policy information.

– What part of participants disabled java script and/or cookie functionality?
Are these participants related to the fundamentalists? This may be a measure
for the consistency of stated and observed behaviour.

– Is there a difference in the percentage of participants who do not continue
to complete the tests between the different user groups?

– Is there any difference between different demographic and ethnic groups (e.g.
between young/old, male/female people)?
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